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Avcra!ing rcprowntrrtion. Conditionrll c\pecth d utility.
Add We conjoint mcasuremcn t.

1. introduction
NH. Anderson has applied simple averaging and adding representations to numerous
bodies of category data (see Anderson (1970,197 1, and 1974) for summaries and further
references). The averaging representation, which seems the more useful, is as follows:
there are several sets of attributes or factors, Ft. F2, .... Fk,and to each set is associated
a numerical weight wi and a real-valued function Qi such that the numerical scale assigned
to the stimulus complex Ct;, . . . . fk), fi E Fi, is given by $_ I u~i&&)/Cf=
! \t’ie The adding
representation does not involve the weights, so the scale assigned to u’,, Ii, ....&) is of the
form Sf= I @im
To my knowledge, no one has presented axioms for an ordering of such complexes of
attributes that are sufficient to give rise to the averaging representation. and the axioms
of additive conjoint measurement apply only to addition over a fiied number of factors.
My purpose here is to indicate that, in fact, one such set of conditions for averaging really
is known under the guise of conditional expected utility (Krantz et al. (197 1) Ch. 8):
Luce and Krantz (1971)), and that a simple modification of it yields the additive representation.
It is important at the outset to recognize that the deslired representations are both distinct from that of ordinary additive conj Ant measurement (Krantz et al. (197 1) Ch. 6).
the reason being that they apply to different sized subcomplexes of attributes whereas
conjoint measurement does not. For example, if 1; and gi are elements of &, then one c:w
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compare cf2, J;) with kl, g3, g4) which have, respectively, the averaging scale values
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and the additive ones

Such comparisons are in&~issible in the theory of additive conjoint measurement.

2. Averagingaxiomatization
To formulate the problem generally, suppose IV= { 1, 2, . . . . a) ,N 3 3. c = 2” = power
set of N, and Fi, i EN are sets. Let
CD={Cr;:Ii,A
. IA E e’-- {Q), j;E Fi) 1
which is the set of all possible complexes formed from choices among one or mtire sets of
attributes. It is notatipnally convenient to think of each set Ct;‘)iEAas a functionfA on A,
where for i~A,fJi)=fi.Note
that for A, B@-(8)
withA nB=@.if_.f.~,g~EQ,
then1;1 LlgB Ecb.
Given an ordering2 of ‘D, the first problem is to state conditions on 2 suffkient to
prove existence of weights \Yiand functions $i from Fi into Re, i E N, such that the f\mction II on CD,where

iEA

iE.4

is order preserving.
Toward this end, we introduce the notion of a standard sequence. Let K be a sequence
of consecutive integers and for each k E K, let fikJ be elements of cb .We say ~~)}REK is
a standardsequence i! f there is some R E e - #I) with A n B = (8and elements g$$ gg) E
CDsuch that not g$)) -gg)and
forallk,k+
1 EA”.~~)Yg~),f(Ak”)Ug~).

Note that Axioms I _ 5 are necessary if cq. 1 holds and u is not a constant. Axiom 6 is
structural and, in essence, requires the sets Fi be represented densely in the re‘;lls.
If Axiom 6 is replaced by a general solvability assumption. namely, that if.4 n B = 0.
f~~u~rg&Z cb then there exists he4 E (bs~ch that .I’luR - Ir_.,ugB. then Asiom 4 can he
proved from the other axioms.
It is trivial to show that these assumptions are a sp~ial case of the definition on p. 380
of Krantz et ai. (1971) with e= Uy,
and%= {@I.Fv Theorem I on p. 381 WCknow
there c\;ists a finitely additive probability function P on ‘:and a real-valued funstion 14on
rl! such that 14is order preserving and for A, B ~cb-- (8) ‘~1~ .d n B = 0.
J Fi

If we set \?‘i= P({i)) and Qi = ldv{i>], then eq. 1 follows by induction.
As an axiomatization of utility theory, the conditional expected utility model is controversial (see, e.g., Baich (1974): Baich and Fishburn (1974): Krantz and Lute (1974); Spohn
(1977)). Much of the controvcrsv concerns the interpretation of union in expressions such
as& U gB when &, gB, and & b gs are thought of as uncertain decisions. In the present
interpretation. as complexes of attributes, no comparable difticulty of interpreting U exists.
If& andgg are two complexes of disjoint attributes. then ji U ,qB is simply their sef thtwr-

etic union, which clearly is a complex of attributes.

3. Adding representation
Let us turn now to the question ofconditions under which an additive represenrstion
exists. Specifically, we seek conditions under which there exist real-valued fulxtions oI
on Fi SUCKthat

is order preserving. Observe that a compies fA can be thought of ;IS;Lcamples on all of S
in which the outcomes on the components in A - A are null elements, say ‘*isif we set
@i(e&= 0, then eq . 2 bec( mes something like the ordering representation of additive conjoint measurement except for the fact that the scales now have a fixed zero and so ml>

admit similarity transformations.
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The proof has been pretty much suggested above. Let eA E cb be such that q(i) = q
for i E A. By induction on Axiom 7, ear U f’ -f~. Thus CD,2) is mappedonto
(X7= 1Fi, 2). The remaining axioms, restricted to o$‘=, Fi, a), satisfy Definition 0.13,
Krantz et al. (1971), and so by Theorem 6.13 there is ..n additive representation.If we
choose &(ei) = 0, the scales are restricted to ratio ones (with a common unit) and

is order preserving.
It is perhaps worth noting that the union of the axioms of the two theorems is inconsistent. This can be shown as follows. Suppose _iAE (a. By Axiom 6(i), there is no loss of
generality in supposing A # N. Again, by Axiom 6(i), there exists g&A - f~ so by
AXiOn~2,fA u gN_A rv gN_A. By eq. 2, ]‘A- CA- es, which is contrary to Axiom 1.

4. Discussion
Krantz et al. (1971, pp. 26-31 ,X9-347)
and Krantz and Tversky (197 1) discuss the
empirical testing of measurement axiomatizations. As they point out, it is impossible to
test an Archimedean axiom (S), and one usually also decides on the basis of the empirical
context whether or not the structural axioms (6 and 7) are appropriate. In the present
models, Axiom 4, which concerns the compatibility of standard sequences, is not likely
to be directly tested, especially since it is a logicalconsequence of the rest of the structure

if Axiom 6 is strengthened. This leaves us with Axioms 1 and 3, which are common to
adding and averaging, and Axiom 2 which is unique to averaging. Since Axioms 1 and 3
have arisen in the study of additive conjoint measurement, the problem of testing them
has been discussed carefully (e.g., Krantz and Tversky (1971)). The distinguishingfehture
of averaging is Axiom 2 which would be tested simply by finding equivalentbut disjoint
complexes and then seeing whether or not their union is equivalentto each of them.
Eternally an optimist, I trust that these axiom systems may clarify to a degree the relations between axiomatic and functional measurement.
For one, they should make transparent just how different the adding and averaging
representations are, and Theorem 1 shows unambiguously that, with an adequate amount
of data, the weights of the averaging model are perfectly identifiable. Schonemann, Cafferty
and Kotton f’ 973) discussedthe latter question, arguing that (at least in the case N = 2)
there is no difference between adding and averaging. Anderson (1973) diagreed. As far as
1 can tell, Schijnemann et al. assumed a fHed number of components, in which case there

is no identifiable difference, whcrcasAnderson has always had in mind nwdels tlm spply
to stimuli with from I to 11components, in which cm adding and averaging are. 3s we
haveseen,complctcly distinc1.
For another, it providesone axiomatic basis for the averaging rcprescntation. What is
not yet clear is how to axiomatize averaging in the actual finite factorial designs usually
used. One wants something along the lines alf finite additive conjoint measurement (see
Krantz et al. (I 97 I) Ch. 9).
AS to the rather contentious relations bctwccn axiomatic‘ and tirnctional nwasurenwnt.
these results add IiMe that is new. As always, the axioms formulate conditions on ordinal
data that arc suffkicnt to insure that the data can t c reprcscntcd by particular numrical
structures and it provides constructive techniquesto hnlatc that structure. AS always,
functional mcasurcmcnlasks whothcr some numeric;ll uslrally category, data are well
accountedfor by a particular numerical structure and i, provides a way to estimate tbc’
paramckrs of that structure. Both address the mture ot mpirical data, both art COIIcernedwith the adequacyof numerical representations0:‘ thcsc data, md hl\ L cvidcmx
strong tkcorctical concerns3bou1 how the scvcralfactors of tlic stimuli c mbine. Andet s011
seemsto feel otherwise. As I see it :, they differ only in the type of data assc::::~d -- 01dinal
versus numerical -, on the focus of empirical testing - checking asionls versus fitting ;1
representation - , and on the treatment of error - medians (Falmagne (1976)) or analysis
of variance.These differencesseem less a matter of scientitk values or moral virt.uc than

of scientific strategy and taste.
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